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Rapid and exceptional response to Sonidegib in a patient 
with multiple locally advanced basal cell carcinomas
Vanessa Tarantinoa, Elisa Zavattarob, Federica Veronesea,  
Laura C. Gironia and Paola Savoiaa 

Locally advanced basal cell carcinoma (laBCC) represents 
a rare but possible occurrence in the vast scenario of 
dermatological diseases. It is well known that most 
BCC has a pathological activation of the hedgehog 
pathway, making them susceptible to targeted therapy 
with selective inhibitors. Sonidegib, approved for the 
treatment of laBCC on the basis of the results of the 
basal cell carcinoma outcomes with LDE225 treatment 
study, demonstrated rapid efficacy and a manageable 
safety profile. Here, we describe the case of a patient 
affected by multiple laBCC treated with Sonidegib. The 
patient experienced an important regression of tumors 
after only 2 months of therapy, with few side effects. 
This result confirms the role of Sonidegib as a valid and 

well-tolerated therapeutic option for laBCC. Anti-Cancer 
Drugs 32: 465–468 Copyright © 2021 The Author(s). 
Published by Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.
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Introduction
Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) is the most common form of 
skin cancer, making up approximately 80% of all nonme-
lanoma skin cancers [1]. The vast majority of BCCs can 
be effectively cured by complete histopathology con-
trolled excision, which is the gold standard for BCC treat-
ment. However, about 1–10% of lesions evolve towards 
advanced forms, including laBCC and Metastatic BCC 
[2]; in these cases, surgery may not represent a possible 
therapeutic option, because curing is unlikely and sur-
gery might result in substantial deformity [3].

In order to avoid unreasonable postsurgical cosmetic 
changes, alternative approaches such as radiation, electro-
chemotherapy or systemic treatment [4] can be required, 
as specified by the European guidelines for the man-
agement of BCC [5]. Particularly, these approaches are 
indicated in patient affected by multiple comorbidities, 
numerous lesions or Gorlin–Goltz syndrome.

However, about 90% of BCCs have a pathologic acti-
vation of the Sonic hedgehog pathway, making them 
susceptible to targeted therapy with selective hedge-
hog pathway inhibitors (HPI) [6,7]. Notably, Sonidegib 
(Odomzo) demonstrated a sustained and clinically rele-
vant efficacy and a manageable safety profile in phase II 
randomized, double-blind basal cell carcinoma outcomes 
with LDE225 treatment (BOLT) study [8,9].

Herein, we describe a rapid and exceptional response to 
Sonidegib in a patient affected by multiple disfiguring 
laBCC.

Case report
An otherwise healthy 71-year-old male patient comes 
to our attention for the sudden bleeding of an ulcerated 
abdominal lesion of 8  cm × 5  cm (Fig.  1a). Complete 
physical examination allowed us to identify about 30 
other pink or reddish papules and plaques of different 
shapes and sizes (up to 15 cm) located on the face, trunk 
and limb; clinical and dermoscopic characteristics were 
compatible with BCCs (Fig. 1b–d).

We collected the patient’s medical history, which was 
negative for comorbidity, chronic therapy or radio-
therapy treatments; he reported a previous surgical 
treatment to remove a BCC on nasal dorsum without 
any dermatological follow-up for over 10 years. A skin 
biopsy was performed on the abdominal lesion, and 
the histological examination confirmed the diagnosis 
of BCC. The skull X-ray and the orthopantomography 
showed no evidence of calcification of the falx cerebri or 
odontogenic keratocysts; the patient did not appear to 
have skeletal anomalies or intellectual deficit; he also 
denies family history of skin cancers. All other crite-
ria for a possible Gorlin–Goltz syndrome have been 
excluded.

Considering the extensive dimensions of the lesions on 
the abdomen and back, the numerousness of tumors, and 
the involvement of critical sites, we excluded the pos-
sibility of a surgical approach and decided, on the basis LWW
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Fig. 2

(a) Abdominal basal cell carcinoma (BCC) considerably reduced in size and depth; (b) internal cantus BCC, significantly decreased.

Fig. 1

(a) Deep ulcerated abdominal lesion; (b) Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) of 15 cm × 8 cm located on the left shoulder; (c) multiple BCCs of different 
shapes and sizes on the anterior trunk, with a detail of the voluminous nodule at the internal cantus; (d) multiple BCC on the posterior trunk.
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of the results of the BOLT study [8] and the evidence 
reported by Dummer et al. [10], to start systemic therapy 
with Sonidegib 200 mg, 1 cp per day.

Therapy was well-tolerated by the patient, except for a 
transient CTCAE grade I increase in the creatine phos-
phokinase, less than 2.5 × ULN, observed at the end of 
the first month of treatment, which did not require a dose 
adjustment. The other grades 1–2 side effects observed 
were dysgeusia and nocturnal muscle cramps resolving in 
a few minutes. Already at the end of the second month of 
treatment, the abdominal lesion appeared considerably 
reduced in size and depth (Fig. 2a). Furthermore, a sim-
ilar clinical improvement was observed in other lesions; 
notably, the lesion on the back was less infiltrated and 
the size of the nodule at the internal cantus decreased 
significantly (Fig. 2b).

At the end of the sixth month, there was no clinical 
or dermatoscopic evidence of BCC: the abdominal 

ulcerated lesion was healed (Fig. 3a), the nodule in the 
inner corner of the eye was not palpable and the lesions 
localized in the trunk assumed a scar-like appearance 
(Fig. 3b–d).

Currently, the treatment is ongoing, and the excellent 
clinical response persists.

Discussion
Although BCC is the most common skin cancer, the find-
ing of laBCC is rather infrequent, often related to tumors 
with a long-term course, located in midface or on ears, 
with aggressive histopathologic subtype, perivascular or 
perineural infiltration, history of radiation exposure or 
previous surgical treatment failure. Patients with immu-
nosuppressive status or multiple comorbidities are more 
affected [11]. In particular, neglected patients are one of 
the major contributing factors for the development of 
mutilating and aggressive BCC.

Fig. 3

(a) Ulcerated abdominal lesion healed; (b) scar appearance of the lesion localized in the left shoulder; (c) appearance of the anterior trunk and 
face lesions after 6 months of therapy; (d) appearance of the posterior trunk lesions after 6 months of therapy.
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BCC occurs in the head area in 85–90% of cases [12] and 
can cause, when the tumor reaches a considerable size, 
social isolation in affected people. Here, the use of alter-
native therapeutic strategies is mandatory, to avoid cos-
metically unacceptable postsurgical outcomes.

In phase II randomized double-blind BOLT study, which 
led to the approval of Sonidegib [8], the median time of 
response assessed by investigators was 1.9 months. Even 
in our patient, we observed a quick response to the treat-
ment, with a significant improvement of all skin lesions 
after only 2 months. Already during the first weeks of 
therapy, in addition to an obvious reduction in the size 
of the tumors, the patient experienced a significative 
improvement of symptoms; in particular, the bleeding 
stopped and the patient reported a progressive reduction 
in the visual discomfort given by the BCC located at the 
inner corner of the eye. The rapidity of these events is 
very important as it promotes patient adherence to treat-
ment, limiting the risk of spontaneous drop-out.

The good tolerability profile of Sonidegib detected by 
the BOLT study [8] was also confirmed in the long-term 
observations [10,13,14]. Also, in our experience, dysgeu-
sia appeared as the first and main adverse event, whereas 
muscle cramps (reported as the first side effect in the 
patients received the 200 mg dose) arose later. However, 
also a slight spontaneously resolved increase in the CK 
value was observed.

Nevertheless, this value should be monitored, to eval-
uate any dose adjustment as required by the drug data 
sheet [8,9,13,14].

Even if the usefulness of HPI in the treatment of laBCC 
is widely confirmed [15], there are still few real-life expe-
riences on Sonidegib [16,17] and anecdotal reports on 
multiple laBCC.

Our observations confirm the efficacy and safety of 
Sonidegib in this setting, suggesting it as an excellent 
therapeutic choice in neglected and laBCC.

Conclusion
In our real-life experience, Sonidegib has fulfilled its 
main goal, which is to obtain a rapid improvement of 
lesions and related symptoms, to avoid the risk of infec-
tion and anemia, to promote patient compliance towards 
the treatment and to reduce their social isolation improv-
ing his quality of life. The safety and effectiveness of the 
treatment will be confirmed by the long-term follow-up.
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